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Abstract 

Noise pollution is a circulation of noise with destructive impact on the life of humans and animals. Sound energy 

possessed in the noise pollution is converted to electric energy in order to reduce the impact. This objective is achieved 

using multiple diaphragms that traps sounds/noise energy from the environment which creates vibrations to the 

diaphragms, multiple piezoelectric transducers attached with the multiple diaphragms implies with vibrations generated 

by diaphragms for converting the vibrations into electrical voltage, a converter coupled with the transducers to increase 

the electrical output voltage from the transducer and a battery that is connected to the converter for storing output 

electrical voltage and supplying power according to the requirement [1], [2]. 
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Introduction 

Our society is extremely advance in conditions of technology but stills face the problem of sound pollution. The sound 

pollution is evolved due to high noise levels which contribute to health effects on humans as well as animals. The sound 

pollution causes various diseases such as hyper-tension, high-stress level, tinnitus, sleep disturbances and other 

damaging and distressing effects. In order to overcome all these effects, there is need in advancement of the technology 

such that the sound pollution minimizes to zero level. Electricity can be generated from the sound pollution as the sound 

pollution possessed with sound energy [3], [4]. 

To achieve this object, an array of diaphragms is utililized for extracting sound energy from the sound pollution. The 

diaphragm converts the sound energy into mechanical vibrations that works as inputs to piezoelectric transducers. The 

piezoelectric transducers converts generated mechanical vibrations into electric charges i.e. electric energy. The 

generated electricity now useful for employing any work. But sometimes, output of the piezoelectric transducer is not 

efficient for employing various works. To overcome this drawback, a converter is installed at output of the piezoelectric 

transducers for increasing output voltage from the transducers and thus providing high electric voltage output. The 

amplified electricity now stores in a battery that supplies it to utility grid according to the requirement [5]–[7]. 

 

Result 

Elimination of noise pollution is occurred by using the mentioned simple structural system that generates immense 

power without burning any fossil fuel through a conversion of sound energy into electric energy which reduces and even 
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eliminates noise pollution 

 

Conclusion 

The system generates electricity that reduces air pollution without emitting any harmful gases. The system eliminates 

dependency on imported fuels for generating electric energy that makes it vulnerable for future generation. Future scope 

of the system is vast as the system uses sound energy for electricity generation that reduces noise pollution and also 

removes utilization of any fossil fuels which are harming the atmosphere. 
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